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A. Peer-reviewed scientific articles

A1. Journal article (refereed), original research


2. (co-authored with U. Lehmijoki) Landowning, Status and Population Growth. Pages 315-328 in: 
   *Dynamic Optimization in Environmental Economics.* 
   Edited by E. Moser, W. Semmler, G. Tragler and V.M. Veliov. 
   Heidelberg: Springer Verlag 2014.

3. One-Parameter GHG Emission Policy with R&D-based Growth. Pages 111-126 in: 
   *Dynamic Optimization in Environmental Economics.* 
   Edited by E. Moser, W. Semmler, G. Tragler and V.M. Veliov. 
   Heidelberg: Springer Verlag 2014.

4. International Biodiversity Management with Technical Change. Pages 69-85 in: 
   *Green Growth and Sustainable Development.* 
   Edited by J. Crespo Cuaresma, T. Palokangas and A. Tarasyev. 
   Heidelberg: Springer Verlag 2013.


**A4. Conference proceedings**


**B. Non-refereed scientific articles**

**B1. Non-refereed journal articles (since 2005)**


**B2. Book section**


B3. Non-refereed conference proceedings (since 2006)\footnote{I exclude the papers that are already included in A1.}

http://www.degit.ifw-kiel.de/papers

http://www.degit.ifw-kiel.de/papers

http://www.degit.ifw-kiel.de/papers

42. Integration, Labor Market Regulation, Lobbying, and Technological Change. *IZA Discussion Paper No. 4096 (2009)*, *IZA, Germany*. This paper is presented in the IFAC 2011 Conference, August 28 - September 2, 2011, Milan, Italy
http://www.ifac2011.org/congress-program

C. Scientific books (monographs)

C1. Book

C2. Edited book, conference proceedings or special issue of a journal


D. Publications intended for professional communities


---

2I exclude the papers that are already included in A1.


**G. Theses**


**I. Audiovisual material, ICT software**

**I1. Audiovisual material**

57. Lectures on dynamic mathematical methods in economics (in Finnish), Opetusmonisteita, No. 2 (1999), University of Helsinki, Department of Economics, 87 pages.

58. Advanced Macroeconomics. 40 hours (in English):
   http://blogs.helsinki.fi/palokang/2015/01/13/advanced-macroeconomics/

59. Globalization and Growth. 24 hours (in English):
   http://blogs.helsinki.fi/palokang/2015/03/24/globalization-and-growth/

60. Economic growth. 12 hours (in Finnish):
   http://blogs.helsinki.fi/palokang/2014/09/14/talouskasvun-aineopintokurssi/